
“Creative for Tolerance and Respect”
Programme for youthexchange in Erfurt
date: 13th - 22nd August 2013

date activity

Tuesday, 13th 
August

- evening: guests arrive in Berlin, accomodation in a hostel in Berlin

Wednesday 14th 
August

- Day to spend in Berlin
- afternoon: group travels to Erfurt by train 
- 19.15: Arrival of English group, Dinner at youthclub Predigerkeller
- meeting hosts and German youngsters

Thursday 15th 
August

- Breakfast in hostfamilies
- meet at the Predigerkeller at 10.00
- name-games, ice-breakers and get to know each other
- tour to Erfurt (Geo Caching)
- lunch at Predigerkeller
- afternoon: „Chaosspiel“ (activity game, at Predigerkeller)
19:00 British evening at Predigerkeller

Friday 16th 
August

- Breakfast in hostfamilies
- meet at the Predigerkeller at 10.00
- group visits Cathedral and Petersberg-hill
- 11.30: Group leaves to Erfurt Central Station
- Day to spend in Eisenach
- Visit Wartburg; informations about Luther (and Reformation in 

Germany, especially in Erfurt -- also in the focus of tolerance and 
democracy)

- (Luther-decade 2013: „Reformation and Tolerance“)
- afternoon: walk trough Drachenschlucht
- late afternoon: group back in Erfurt
- 20:00 German evening at Predigerkeller

Saturday 17th 
August

- Group leaves to Hohenfelden by Bus:
climbing-parc; picnic and swimming afterwards
- 20:00 Dinner at Predigerkeller: barbeque, Hosts are invited

Sunday 18th 
August

10.00: english morning service with Jasmin and Henning 
(volunteer), place to be announced
- Day to spend with the hostfamily
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date activity

Monday 19th 
August

- Breakfast in Hostfamilies
- 10:00 : group meets at Predigerkeller, freetime for shopping
- lunch in the city
- Workshop Sustainability: Ecological foodprint (at Predigerkeller)
- evening: visit „Maislabyrinth“ (huge corn meander, with bonfire, 

livemusic and other activities)

Tuesday 20th 
August

- Breakfast in Hostfamilies
- group meets at 10:00 at Predigerkeller: 
- workshop about tolerance and respect; games...
- planning artwork for the community (for the next day)
- lunch: Picnic at Petersberg
- afternoon: freetime 
- Dinner in the Hostfamilies

Wednesday 21st 
August

- Breakfast in Hostfamilies
- group meets at 10:00 at Predigerkeller
- Creative Workshop at the Predigerkeller: Graffiti, photoproject, 

Urban, Knitting, Urban Origami... 
- group works in a creative way on the topic „Respect and 

Tolerance“ and produces some artwork in the community 
- afternoon: reflection and feedback on youthexchange; ideas for 

2014?
- farewell-party at 20:00 at Predigerkeller, Hosts are invited

Thursday 22nd 
August

- group leaves to Berlin by train at 04:00 a.m.
- 10:50 a.m. - flight from Berlin to Bradford
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